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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING PRESSURE-BROADENED
RAMAN SPECTRA FOR MOLECULAR NITROGEN AND OXYGEN
by Gustave C. Fralick
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A computer program is given for calculating the rotational Raman spectra for mo-
lecular nitrogen and oxygen. Provision is made for pressure broadening. Several sam-
ple results at various pressures and temperatures are shown. The relative heights of
some of the lines are affected by pressure broadening, and in nitrogen the odd-j lines
are most affected. For instance, the j = 5 anti-Stokes line increases about 15 percent
relative to the j = 6 Stokes line for a change in pressure from 1 to 40 atmospheres,
while the j = 6 anti-Stokes line shows no change.
INTRODUCTION
In the development of gas turbine engines, there has been a continuing goal to further
increase turbine inlet temperature and thereby increase engine performance. The mea-
surement of gas temperatures in the region of the turbine inlet and combustor exit is re-
quired to see that the combustor generates the right temperature profile as well as tem-
perature level. Traditionally, these temperature measurements have been made with
thermocouples. Presently, however, no thermocouple is available which will withstand
the high temperatures and pressures (up to 2400 K and 40 atm) predicted for future tur-
bine and combustor development.
Other methods, such as cooled immersion probes and gas analysis, have been con-
sidered as alternative solutions for making high gas temperature measurements, but as
yet none have been used on a routine basis. Another method of current interest is a
remote-sensing light-scattering technique utilizing Raman scattering. The Raman scat-
tering technique is attractive in that it can be used to focus remotely on a small volume
in a gas stream and extract information associated with local gas density, composition,
and temperature.
Over the last few years several groups have been conducting development work on
this technique (refs. 1 to 5), and, in at least one case, the technique has been applied to
the measurement of jet engine exhaust temperatures up to 955 K (ref. 6).
Some of the problems associated with the use of Raman scattering in measuring
temperature in jet engine exhaust gases are fluorescence, ambient light background, in-
terference of various species of gas, and pressure broadening.
This investigation was conducted to extend the results found in reference 2 to pro-
duce a computer program for computing the Raman spectra which includes the effects of
pressure broadening. This program can be used to predict the extent of pressure broad-
ening associated with temperature measurements at elevated pressures.
THEORY
The theory of rotational Raman scattering and line broadening is discussed in ref-
erences 1 and 2, so that only a relatively brief outline is given in this section.
When a beam of light, from a laser, for example, is scattered from a molecular
system, most of the light is scattered with no change in wave number (the wave number
is the inverse of the wavelength). This is called Rayleigh scattering. Some of the scat-
tering molecules, however, are induced into undergoing a change of energy level by the
light beam, and the scattered light has a wave number different from that of the incident
light. This is called Raman scattering. If the molecule undergoes a transition to an
energy state lower than it originally had, the wave number of the scattered light is in-
creased (anti-Stokes scattering); conversely, if the molecule undergoes a transition to a
higher energy state, the wave number of the scattered light is decreased (Stokes scatter-
ing). Because the molecular energy levels are quantized (discrete), the wave number
shifts are also discrete, and the spectrum of the scattered light consists of the unshifted
Rayleigh line and a series of lines on either side of it, the Raman lines. The magnitude
of the frequency shifts and the relative intensities of the various lines depend on what
type of molecule is involved and on the temperature.
The scattered light is not observed as a series of perfectly sharp lines, but as lines
which are spread out, or broadened. The broadening has a variety of causes, among
which are the fact that neither the light source nor the detector is perfectly monochro-
matic and the fact that the molecules are in motion rather than being at rest. Since the
broadening depends on both the temperature and pressure of the gas, it must be taken in-
to account if Raman scattering is to be used as a tool for measuring the temperature of
high-pressure gases.
If the Raman scattered light from a molecule has an intensity L, where j is the
quantum number associated with a particular line, the broadening of that line is described
by writing
2
^) (i)
That is, the intensity at wave number v due to the line located at v- and having an in-
tensity I. is found by multiplying L by the factor S(v, K). This is shown in figure 1.
The factor S(v} v.) is called the normalized shape function (ref. 2). (Symbols are defined
in appendix A.)
For a series of spectral lines, the intensity at v is just the sum of the intensities
due to each line
(2)
The Raman spectrum is the intensity at each value of v, so the problem of calculating
the spectrum reduces to calculating the line intensities L and the normalized shape
function S(v, v.). The shape function S(v, v-) is normalized to unit area in order to sat-
isfy the requirement of conservation of energy. The total intensity of the broadened lines
over all wave numbers is
which is the total intensity of all the uribroadened lines.
The Raman lines on the low -wave -number side of a Rayleigh line are called the
Stokes lines, and for the rotational scattering from the diatomic nitrogen and oxygen
molecules (Ng and (Xj) considered in this report the line intensities are given by refer
ences 2 and 7 as
<s> = Q + 1)(j + 2) - 4 -
2j + 3L C,
 + +
 (Vn - A*) e + j = o, 1,2,3,. . . (3)] ] U ]
The lines oh the other side of the Rayleigh line are called the anti -Stokes lines, and their
intensities are given by
,(AS)
 = c (i + DO + 2) 0 ( }4 e-0(j+2)(j+3)/T j = o, 1,2,3. . . (4)
J ]
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where C. contains other factors, such as nuclear spin. The spin causes the intensity
of every other N« line to be reduced by 50 percent and causes every other O2 line to be
absent. The wave number v~ is the wave number of the laser, and
he
(5)
is the wave number shift. The lines are located at
(6)
The constant e is called the rotational characteristic temperature of the molecule.
Line broadening is due to the Doppler profile in the laser, combined natural and
pressure broadening in the molecular gas, and instrument distortion (ref. 2). The pro-
file of the laser line is given by a Gaussian function (refs. 8 and 9)
(7)
.and the natural-pressure broadening by a Lorentz profile (ref. 10).
RR
SR( !,,!/) = ,(8)
The combined effect of the Doppler profile and natural-pressure broadening is given
by the Voight broadening function, which is the convolution of SL and SR:
' j R ' di/ (9)
Note that the two broadening functions SL and SR are normalized to unit area. For
this reason, Sy is also normalized to unit area:
/oo /*°° /**>
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The two numbers RL and Rj^ are called, respectively, the laser and Raman band-
widths and give the width of a profile when the height is reduced to one -half of the peak
value, as shown in figures 2 and 3. The bandwidth R^ is constant, but the bandwidth
RR is not. It varies with temperature, pressure, and the quantum number j. The form
of the variation, deduced from the data in references 11 and 12, is
(10)
where TQ is a reference temperature, T is the gas temperature, and P is the gas
pressure. The constants A, B, and TQ are fitted to experimental data measured by
using gases of known temperature and pressure.
The behavior of line broadening due to the detecting instrument is given by the slit
function (ref. 13)
Finally, the combined effect of all the broadening is the convolution of the Voight and slit
functions to yield the overall shape function
f
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The shape function is also normalized to unit area, as explained previously.
In principle, the spectrum can now be calculated by substituting I. from equation (3)
or (4) and S(v, v.) from equation (12) into equation (2). Unfortunately, the integrals in
equation (12) cannot be evaluated analytically, but must be evaluated numerically.
The inner integral in equation (12), the Voight integral, can be put into another form,
for which numerical solutions now exist. Let
so that
/ 3 = .
RR
•(13)
With the change of variables
y =
X =
V -- V
(14)
The result is
= on-3/2/
*/—oo
(15)
Now let
RT
(16)
The Voight integral may be expressed in terms of the first Doppler broadening in-
tegral (ref . 14)
I *£. <//(*, 0)1 = -A-i//(x,
I 0 J 7rRR
(17)
and aside from a constant factor independent of j, the shape function becomes
(18)
The j-independent part of the normalization constant is dropped because only the relative
peak heights are of concern.
Since reference 14 supplies a computer program for numerically evaluating i//(x, 6)
(listed in appendixes B and C as PSIPHI), the shape function can now be found numer-
ically as soon as realistic limits of integration are found to replace the infinite limits
shown in equation (18). The details of finding these limits are given in appendix D.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Eight sample results are included in figures 4 to 11. These are results for N2 and
O2 at 1, 20, and 40 atmospheres and 300 K, for N2 at 1 atmosphere and 1100 K, and for
Ng at 19.4 atmospheres and 300 K. The results are normalized so that the highest peak
has the value of 10. The laser line was taken as 5145X10" meter (5145 A) (Ar+
laser), and the spectra were calculated on a 30x10 -meter (30-A) interval on either
side of the laser line (60X10"10 m (60 A) for N2 at 1 atm and 1100 K). Note that the cal-
culated spectra do not include the Rayleigh line. The following values were used for the
constants:
Molecular rotational characteristic temperature e, K
For nitrogen 2. 862
For oxygen 2.065
Laser bandwidth, RL, cm 0.166
Slit bandwidth, Rg, cm"1 3.31
Pressure-broadening constant, A, cm /atm -0.0025
Pressure-broadening constant, B, cm" /atm +0.091
Reference temperature for RR, TQ, K 303
The values for A and B, the pressure-broadening constants, and TQ, the reference
temperature, were obtained from the data given in references 11 and 12. The same
values were used for both nitrogen and oxygen. A Raman spectrum for N« at 19.4 at-
mospheres and 300 K measured in a high-pressure furnace at the Lewis Research Center
is included in figure 11 for comparison. The agreement between it and the calculated
spectrum shown in figure 11 is satisfactory, although better values for A and B have
yet to be determined. The fact that the locations of the higher j lines are different in
the two spectra indicates that there is also a small error in 0.
As can be seen, the effect of pressure broadening is considerable, at least on the
odd-j lines. For instance, the j = 5 anti-Stokes line in N« increases in relative height
about 15 percent as the gas pressure is increased from 1 to 40 atmospheres. The j = 6
anti-Stokes line does not increase at all. The odd-j lines are more affected by broad-
ening because they are between two tall lines, and the even-j lines are between two
short lines.
Increasing the temperature has the effect of increasing the height of all the lines and
shifting the highest intensity line toward higher j values. At 300 K, the highest line is
the j = 6 Stokes line, and at 1100 K the highest line is the j = 12 Stokes line.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A computer program is presented which is capable of calculating the rotational
Raman spectrum of either N2 or O« and which includes the effect of pressure broadening.
Although a general spectrum can be computed, the best method of using these calcula-
tions to determine the temperature of a high-pressure gas has not yet been determined.
Nevertheless, the sample calculations (figs. 4 to 11) show that the effects of pressure
broadening are not negligible for the pressures of interest in future combustor applica-
tions (up to 40 atm).
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 1976,
505-04.
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
A,B pressure-broadening constants, cm /aim
Ci spin factor for unbroadened lines
c speed of light
h Plank constant
I( y) intensity of broadened line at wave number v
2 IL intensity of unbroadened line, (W/cm )/cm
intensity of anti-Stokes line
intensity of Stokes line
L(y) intensity associated with broadening of single line
j rotational quantum number
k Boltzmann constant
P pressure, atm
RL laser bandwidth, cm
R^ natural-pressure bandwidth
Rc slit bandwidtho
S( v, V;) normalized broadening function
ST laser broadening function
Sn natural-pressure broadening function
Sg slit broadening function
Sy Voight function
T temperature, K
TQ reference temperature for R^
x parameter in Doppler broadening integral
O parameter in Doppler broadening integral
0 molecular rotational characteristic temperature, K
X wavelength, 0.1 nm (A)
v wave number, cm
v- wave number of uribroadened line
A v- wave number shift of j line
i/n wave number of laser line
i//(x, 0) first Doppler broadening integral
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV for use on the IBM 360.
The main program is called MAIN1. In this program, all the necessary constants
are read in, and all the various parameters needed by the subprograms are calculated,
as are the number and location of the rotational lines for either oxygen or nitrogen. The
ses wave numbers (cm~ ) in the calculations and determines the intensity
iS(y, IA) at each value of v. The value of L is calculated by the subroutine
XNITRO.
Equation (A10) indicates that the bandwidth of S(v, v-) is roughly fRy + Rg, so com-
puting time is reduced by excluding any value of v- (the center of the j line) which is
farther^than 3,|/Ry + R| from v from the above sum. For convenience in plotting, the
output is in terms of I(A), where \ is the wavelength in tenths of a nanometer (ang-
stroms).
The actual calculation of S( v, v-) takes place in the function subprogram called
SHPFN. There the integration limits are calculated for each value of v. SHPFN calls
the function PROD, which in turn calls the function VOIGHT, which uses subroutine
PSIPHI to produce i//(x, 6). PROD also uses v the function SLTFN to produce Sg(i/i/).
The function PROD is the product of Sg and i//. SHPFN uses the integration routine
QUAD1 to integrate PROD between the limits i>c ± 3BW> The result is then SHPFN =
S(v, i/.). The slit function was made a separate subprogram so that it could easily be
changed if desired. For instance, a Lorentz distribution instead of a Gaussian function
could be used.
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAM LISTING
C... B A I N 1 , B A I N P R O S R A B FOR C A L C U L A T I N G ROTATIONAL S A B A N SPECTBUB OP M2 OB O2
CQBBON/BASIC/CENTER
COBBON/SPEC/BATIO,IHALP, LEH, IHD
COBBON/RAB/RR.RL.RS
COBBON/VPARAB/THET
COBBON/SLPRAB/CON
COBBON/SPAHAB/RVSQ, RSSQC, DENOB.THBEEB
DIBENSION B S B R ( 1 0 0 ) , R S B V S Q ( 1 0 0 ) , T H R B ( 1 0 0 ) , D E B B ( 1 0 0 ) , CTOFF (100) ,T8T (100)
D I B E 8 S I O N D E I B O ( 1 0 0 ) , D U O ( 2 )
D I M E N S I O N ANG (1000) ,TENS (.1000) .COUNT ( 1000)
INDEX-1
1 BBITE(6 ,101)
101 FORBAT(1HO'STEP 1-ROTATIONAL H A B A N SPECTBUB OF NITROGEN (ENTER 1.) OR O X Y G E N (ENTER 2 . ) ' )
BEAD (5.201) EL
LEB-tFIX (EL)
2 SBITE(6.102)
102 FORBAT ( I H O ' S T E P 2-1IHAT IS TBE R O T A T I O N A L CHARACTERISTIC T E B P . ( D E G . K ) ? 1 )
R E A D ( 5 , 2 0 1 ) THETA
201 FOB8AT(F10.2)
C1=2.7808*THETA
3 «BITE(6.103)
103 FOBBATI IHO'STEP 3-ENTEB THE LASEB AND SLIT BANDBIDTHS ( I N V . C B . ) ' l
R E A D (5,201) BL
R E A D ( 5 . 2 0 1 ) RS
RSSQ=RS*BS
CON=2.7725RB7/BSSC
THE=1.6651092/RL
a WHITE (6,101)
104 FOBBAT ( I H O ' S T E P 14-HHAT IS THE H A V E L E N G T H OF THE L A S E R L I N E (ANGSTROBS) ? ')
R E A D ( S , 2 0 1 ) A L A B O
5 WRITE (6; 105)
105 F O B B A T ( 1 H O ' S T E P 5-OVER «BAT R A N G E (ANGSTROBS) ON EITHER SIDE OF THE CENTER IS THE I N T E N S I T Y TO BE C A L C U L A T E D ? ' )
B E A D ( S , 2 0 1 ) A L B R N G
A L B B I N = A L A N O - A L B B l i G
A L B B A X = A L A B O » A L B B N G
XNOO= '1 .E*OB/ALABO
XNUBAX=1 .E+08 /«LBBI1I
XNUBIN = 1.E»08/ALHHAX
X N D B N G = X 8 D B A X - X N U O
C... C A L C U L A T E THE N D H B E R OF ROTATIONAL LINES
BJ=AINT ( X N U R N G / C 1 - 1.)
BJ=BJ*1.
N T E B B = I F I X ( 8 J )
(, W R I T E ( 6 , 106)
106 FOBHAT ( I H O ' S T E P 6-AT HOD M A N Y POINTS IN THS R A N G E IS THE I N T E N S I T Y TO BE C A L C U L A T E D ! 500. B A X . ) ? ' )
R E A D ( 5 , 2 0 1 ) PTNO
N P T N O = I F I X ( P T N O )
D R U ( 1 ) = X N U R N G / P 1 N O
D N U ( 2 ) = ( X N U O - X N U B I N ) / P T N O
7 BBITE(6,107)
107 F O B H A T ( 1 H O STEP 7-ENTEB THE GAS TEBP. (DEG. K) AND THE GAS P B E S S U R E ( A T B . ) ' )
R E A D ( 5 , 2 0 1 ) T E B P
H E A D ( 5 , 2 0 1 ) PRESS
TPFAC=SQRT(303. /TEBP)*PBESS
RATIO=THETA/TEBP
8 «RITE(6 ,108)
108 FORBAT ( I H O ' S T E P 8 -ENTER THE P R ES S UR E B R O A D E N I N G C O N S T A N T S . A S B ' )
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R E A D ( 5 , 2 0 1 ) A
BEAD(5,201) B
C A L C U L A T E V A R I A B L E S D U T C H D E P E N D 0 » L I K E N U f l B E R
DO 1000 K L = l , N T E B n
K = K L - 1
AK = F L O A T ( K )
C A L C U L A T E PBESSUBE B B O A D E N E D B A B A N B A N D B I D T H
R R = T P F A C * ( A « A K » B)
BSBB ( K L ) = B B
RB02=RB/2.
C A L C U L A T E VOIGBT E A B D U I D T H
BV=BB02 * SQBT(RR02»»2 » BL«*2)
BVSQ=RV«»2
RSBVSQ (KL)=8VSQ
T H R E E B = 3 . / S Q R T ( 1 . / R S S Q » 1./BVSQ)
T H R B < K L ) = T H R E E B
DENOM=BSSQ- . » 8 VSQ
. •• D E N f l ( K L ) = DENOB
C T O F F ( K L ) = 3 . « S Q B T ( D E N O B )
C... C A L C U L A T E VOIGHT P A B A B E T E B
THET=THE*BB
THT ( K L ) = T H F T
D E L N U ( K L ) =C1* (AK * 1.5)
CENTEB=XBOO * D E L » U ( K L )
RSSQC=BSSQ*CENTEB
1000 C O N T I N U E
C... C A L C U L A T E S P E C T B U N . I H A L P = 1 IS ABTI-STOKES S IDE
DO H O O O I H A L F = 1,2
S IGN=1 .
IF ( I H A L F .EQ. 2) SIGN=-1.
DO 3000 n = 1 , N P T N O
X » U U = X N D O • S I G N « F L O A T ( H ) * D N U ( I H A L F )
I F ( I H A L K .EQ. 2) L=NPTHO » B
A N G ( L ) = 1 . E » 0 8 / X N O O
SUB=0.
DO 2000 I=1,!ITEnll
J=I-1
I N D = 2
IF (2* (J/2) . NE. J) IND=1
C. .. IND=1 IF J IS O D D , I N D = 2 IF J IS E V E N
XJ=FLCAT (J)
R R = B S B B ( I )
RVSQ= RSBVSQ (I )
T H R E E B = THRB (I)
D E N O f l = D E N « ( I )
CUTOFF=CTOFF(I )
THET=THT (I)
C E N T E R = X N U O » S r G N « D E L N U ( I )
R S S g c = f i S S Q * C E N T E R
T S T = A B S ( X N U U - C E N T E R )
C... SKIP L I K E S W H I C H ARE TOO FAB A V A T TO C O N T B I B U T E E S K I P E V E N 02 L INES
IF ( (TST . G E . COTOFF) .OB. ( L E B . EQ . 2 . A N D . IND .EQ. 2) ) GO TO 2000
C A L L X N I T R O ( X J , P K )
SUN = SUB * P K « S H E F N ( X N O U ) / B B
2000 C O N T I N U E
T E N S ( L ) =SUB
3000 C O N T I N U E
UOOO C O N T I N U E
9 W H I T E (7,110) I N D E X
I F ( I B D E X . N E . 1) GO TO 11
C. . . I N D E X = 2 TELLS P L O T T I N G R O U T I N E NO B O B E DATA IS TO FOLLOW
C... N O B B A L I Z E 6 F E E D INTO D A T A S E T " D A T A 1 " FOB PLOTTING, OS ING W R I T E ( 7 , . . . )
N T = 1 I « N P T N O
NT IS TOTAL NO. OF POINTS.COUHTS 6 «A7ELENGTBS,FBO« BOTH SIDES OF THE SPECTBOH
NTOT=2*NPTNO
F I N D LABGEST V A L U E
A B A X = T E N S ( 1 )
DO 5000 11=2, NTOT
I F ( T E N S ( I I ) .GT. A B A X ) A H A X = T E N S (II )
5000 C O N T I N U E
C. .. SCALE SO T H A T L A R G E S T V A L U E IS 10
X N C R B = ; 1 « A B A X
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H R I T E ( 7 , 110) LEB
HBITE (7.110) NT
110 F O R B A T ( I < 4 )
WRITE (7.111) T E B P
» R I T E ( 7 , 1 1 1 ) PRESS
111 F O R M A T (E13.6)
DO 6000 K = 1 , N T O T
C O U N T < K ) = T E N S ( K J / X N O B B
C... D A T A IS FED IN SEBIALLY. TBE FIRST NO. IS THE HEIGHT nv THE SPECTRUB AT POIST K.C008T (K) . A N D THE
C... SECOND IS THE L O C A T I O N OF THE POINT IN A N G S T B O H S , ANG (K) .
H R I T £ ( 7 , 111) C O O N T ( K )
6000 B H I T E ( 7 , 1 1 1 ) A N G ( K )
HBITE (6,109)
109 F O R B A T ( 1 H O ' T O HHICH STEP DO TOO HISH TO R E T O R N 7 - 9 GETS YOU OUT')
R E A D (5,202) HI
202 F O R M A T ( H )
G O T O (1 ,2,3, t, 5, 6, 7,8, 10), HL
10 INDEX*2
GO TO 9
11 STOP
E N D
S U B R O U T I N E X N I T R O ( A O . P K H T )
C.. . C A L C U L A T E S P E A K HEIGHT, PKHT, FOR N I T R O G E N {LEB= 1) 6 FOR O X Y G E N ( L E H = 2 ) FOR ODD V A L U E S OF J
C O H B O N / S P E C / R A T I O . I H A L F . I E M . I N D
COBBON/BASIC/CENTER
C... O V E R A L L CONSTANT CHITTED
C=RATIO*(AJ«1.)*(*J«2.) * (CE»TES«*S)/(2.*AJ « 3.)
I F ( I H A L F .EQ. 1) GO TO 1
P K H T = C « E X P (-BATIO'AJ* ( A J » 1 . ) )
I F ( L E H .EQ. 2) R E T U R N
GO TO 2
1 P K H T = C « E X P ( - R A T I O « ( A J * 2 . ) * ( A J » 3 . ) )
IF (LEB . EQ. 2) R E T U R N
C... ODD 0 L I N E S ARE H A L F I N T E N S I T Y FOR N I T R O G E N
2 I F ( I N D .EQ. 1) PKH1=0.5*PKHT
R E T U R N
END
F U N C T I O N S H P F N ( X N U )
C... C A L C U L A T E S U N N O R B A L I Z E D S H A P E F U N C T I O N AT H A V E NO. X NO
C O B H C N / S P A R A H / B V S C , KSSQC, D E N O B , T H R E E S
C O B M O N / W V N O / G N U
E X T E R N A L PROD
G N U = X N U
C... C A L C U L A T E I N T E G R A T I O N LIBITS
C E N T = ( B V S Q * X N U * R S S Q C ) / D E N O H
XBI»=CENT - T H R E E S
X B A X = C E N T * T H R E E S
S H P F N = Q O A D 1 (5 .3 .XBIN, X B A X , PROD)
R E T U R N
E N D
F U N C T I O N P R O D ( X N P )
C... PRODUCT F U N C T I O N N E E D E D BY Q U A D 1
C O B B O N / F L A G / K F
C O B B O N / W V N O / G N U
X N N ^ G N U
F A C 1 = S L T F N ( X N P , X N N )
IF (KF .EO. 2) 'GC TO 1
PROD=FAC1*VOI<;HT(XNP)
GO TO 2
1 PROD=0.
2 B E T D B N
END
F U N C T I O N VOIGHT ( X N )
C... C A L C U L A T E S VOIGHT F U N C T I O N B Y U S I N G FIRST DOPPLER B R O A D E N I N G I N T E G R A L
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C O B « C N / 6 A H / B B , B L , f l S
C O B B O N / B A S I C / C E N T E B
C O B B O N / V P A B A S / T H E T
O V E B A L L CONSTANT C B I T T E D
X = 2 . » ( C E N T E B - X N ) / R R
C A L L PSIPHI < X . T B E T , P S I , P H I )
V O I G H T = P S I
R E T U B N
E N D
F U N C T I O N S L T P N ( X , X S )
C... G A U S S I A N SLIT F U N C T I O N C E N T E B E D AT X S , B A N D W I D T H BS
C O B B O N / S L P B A B / C C N
C O B B O N / F L A G / K F
ABG = CON« ( ( X - X S ) * « 2 )
I F ( A B G .GE. 170.) GO TO 1
S L T P B = E X P ( - A B G )
KP=1
GC TO 2
1 S L T F N = 0 .
KF=2
2 R E T D R N
E N D
S U B R O U T I N E P S I P H I ( X X , T T . U . V )
C... BEF: B. C A H P I G H T G T. S E f t L E R , TB X-2559
C.. . XX = 2 . « ( N U SUB J - N U ) / H R
C.. . TT = THETA = 2 . * S Q B T ( L N ( 2 . ) ) * H R / P L
C.. . U r . V A K E F I R S T A N D S E C O N D D O P P L E R B R O A D E N I N G I N T E G R A L S
C. ..
C. . . H = 1 .
D I B E N S I O N E H N ( 5 ) , E N 2 ( 1 0 )
D A T A P I22 /12 .S6637V
D A T A RTPI /1 .772«5 .19 / ,PIH/1 .5707963/
D A T A P I , P I 2 , N / 3 . 1 U 1 5 9 2 7 , f i . 2 H J 1 8 5 « , 5 /
D A T A E K N / 0 . , .11709966EO, .583OW 89 E-2 ,. 3928256 1 E-« ,-
1 .35821059E-7/
DATA EN 2/0., .2"4789999, .1 1709966, . 335U96 15E-1 ,. 58300U89E-2 , -
2 . 6 1 « U f l 2 6 U E - 3 , . 3 9 2 8 2 5 b 1 E - ' < , . 1523 1 50 2E-5, . 35820 1 59E-7, . 51 095996F-9/
X D = A B S ( X X )
T H E T A = A B S (TT)
Y = T H E T A / 2 .
X = X D » Y
C... A R E W E I B D A N G E R ?
X T E S T = X - A I N T ( X )
IF ( ( X T E S T .LT. .01 . O H . XTEST .GT. .99) . A N D . A B S ( Y ) .LT. .01) GO TO 10
IF( XD .GT. 7 5 . * S Q R T ( 1 . » 1 . / ( Y * Y ) ) ) GO TO 30
IF (1 . LT. .001) GC TO 10
C... B E G I N S E R I E S S O U B A T I O N
Y2 = Y*Y
C. .. SET N=0 T E R M
D=PI» ( X « X + Y2)
SU=Y/D
S V = X / D
DO 10 1 = 2,N
A B = F L O A T (1-1)
X N P = X - A B
X N N = X « A B
D P = X N P « X N P • Y2
D B = X N B * X N f l » Y2
SD = SD » E S N ( I ) * Y » ( 1 . X D P * 1 . / D B )
SV = SV » E H N ( I ) * ( X N P / D P » X N N / D B )
10 C O N T I N U E
IP (Y .GT. PI) GC TC 20
P = 2.
IF (Y .EQ. P I ) P=l .
C... B E G I N POLE C O N T R I B U T I O N
X P 2 = X « P I 2
A R G 1 = Y * P I 2
I P I A R G 1 .IE. -170.) GO TO 11
E Y P 2 = EXP ( A R G 1 )
15
14
15
16
17
20
HO
101
C...
115
18
50
GO TO 15
EYP2=0-.
CONTINUE
XY2=X»Y*2 .
SXY2=SIN ( X Y 2 )
C X Y 2 = C O S ( X Y 2 )
SXP2=SIS(XP2)
CXP2=COS(XP2)
A R G 2 = Y 2 - X»X
I F ( A R G 2 .LE. -170.) G O T O 16
E Y X = E X P ( A R G 2 )
GO TO 17
E Y X = 0 .
0 = 1 . - EYP2* ( 2 . «CXP2
SB = SU * P*BYX» ( CXY2
SV = SV - P * E Y X * ( SXY2
U=SU*Y*RTPI
V=SV»THETA*RTPI
IP (XX .IT. 0.) V=-V
GO TO 50
F=RTPI«Y
SO = 1./C (1.
SV=SO*XD
GO TO 20
C O N T I N U E
I P ( X D .LT. 4.
F O R M i T ( 1 H O ' X D
THIS IS E X P A N S I O N BITH H = 0 . 5
Y 2 = Y » Y
D=PI* (X*X * Y2)
SO=Y/D
SV=X/D
DO 15 1=2,10
A 8=0. 5* FLOAT (1-1)
XNP=X-A«
X N H = X » A B
DP=XNP*XNP t Y2
D B = X N H * X N n » Y2
SU = SU » E N 2 ( I ) *Y»(1. /DP » 1./DB)
SV = SV » E N 2 ( I ) * ( X N P / D P » XSS/DS)
C O N T I N U E
- /
EYP2)
BYP2*(CXP2»Cxr2 « SXP2«SIY2) ) /D
EYP2* (SXP2*CXT2. •=. CX*2»SXY2) .)'/D
'
XD*XD)*P )
A N D . THETt .LE. .009) H H I T E ( 6 . 101) X D.THETA
• E13. 7, • THET A = ' E i a ^ . ' P R O B PSIPHI ' )
SV=SV*0.5
IF (Y .GT. PI2) GO TO 20
P = 2.
IF (Y .Efl. PI2) E=1.
XP2=X»PI22
ABG3=Y*PI22
I F ( A R G 3 .LE. -170.) GO TO 48
E Y P 2 = E X P ( A R G 3 )
GO TO 15
EYP2=0.
GO TO 15
R E T O R N
E N D
FUNCTION Q O A D 1 ( N N . N S , XI , XO.FOFX)
C R O n E R I C A L I N T E G R A T I O N OS ING THE HETBOD OF G A U S S I A N Q U A D R A T U R E
C N N = N O . OF POINTS/DIVISION, NN=3,«.5 , . . . ,16
C NS=«O. OF DIVISIONS INTO IBICH THE I N T E R V A L (XO - XI) IS DIVIDED
C XI=LO»ER LIHIT CF INTEGRATION
C XO=UPPER LIMIT OF I N T E G R A T I O N
C FOFX=OSEH S U P P L I E D E X T E R N A L FUNCTION SUBPROGRAH
D I M E N S I O N C ( 1UO) ,A (70) , B (70) ,AA (56) ,BB (56) ,CC(28)
BEAL I N T G B L
EQUIVALENCE (AA (1) ,C (1) ) , (BB (1) ,C (57) ) , (CC (1) ,C (113))
DATA AA/-
1 7.7«5966692<H483E-01, 5 .55555555555556E-01 .-0 . E-00,
1 8.8888888R8B88a9E-01, 8 . 611363 1159U053E-01, 3. U785I48U5137U5UE-01 ,
1 3.399810«358it856E-01, 6 . 52U51548625II6E-01, 9.06 179845938664E-01,
1 2.36926865056189E-01, 5.38169310105683E-01, ».78628670099366E-01,
1-0. E-00, 5.68888888888889E-01, 9. 32169514203152E-01.
16
50
\ 1.71328*92379170E-01, 6
1 2.38619186083197E-01. *
1 1.2908*966168870E-01, 7
1 *.058*5151377397B-01. 3
1 H.17959183673969E-01, 9
1 7.96666077113627E-01. 2
1 3.13706645877887E-01, 1
1 9.68160239507626E-01. 8
1 1.806«816069»8S7E-01. 6
1 3.2«253»23it03809E-01, 3
1 3.30239355001260E-01, 9
1 8.6506336668898SE-01, 1
1 2.19086362515982E-01, «
1 1.*887»338981631E-01. 2
D»T» BB/-
1 9.782286S81Q6057B-01, 5
1 1.25580369*6»905E-01. 7
1 5.19096129206812E-01, 2
1 2.6280»5<l*5102*7E-01,-0
1 9.8156063H2H6719E-01, it
1 1.06939325995318E-01. 7
1 5.8731795H286617E-01. 2
1 2.33192536538355E-01, 1
1 9.8«1830517185e8E-01, U
1 9.21211998377280E-02, 8
1 6.12311933911I0310E-01. 1
1 2.07816017536889E-01, 2
1-0. E-00. 2
1 3.5119D603317520E-02, 9
1 8.27201315069765E-01, 1
1 1.5720316715819«E-01, 5
1 3.19112368927890E-01, 2
1 2. 15263853»63158E-01, 9
1 9.372733921007C6E-01. 7
DATH CC/-
1 8.U8206583H10H27E-01. 1
1 1.39570677926151E-01. 5
1 3.9K1513117077563E-01, 1
1 1.98«31185327112E-01,-0
1 9.89U00931991650E-01, 2
1 6.22535239386I480E-02, 8
1 7.55«00'I08355003E-01, 1
1 1.19595988816577E-01, U
1 2.81603550779259E-01, 1
1 1.89U50610H55068E-01/
DO 50 1=1,70
J-=2»I
JJ=2»I-1
i(I )=C(JJ)
H ( I ) = C ( J )
CONTINOE
QUI01 = 0.
IF (XI ,EQ. XO) BETOBN
. 6120938&IJ66265E-01, 3.
.67913934572691E-01, 9.
,»153118559939*E-01, 2.
.81830050505119E-01.-0.
.60289856H97S36E-01. 1.
.22381034453379E-01, 5.
,834J4642~495650E-dl. 3.
, 127*38B36157»OB-02. 8.
. 13371432700590E-01. 2.
. 123*70770*0003E-01.-0.
.73906528517172E-01, 6.
.«9*513*9150581E-01, 6.
,3339539«1292*7E-01, 2.
.9552«22«71»753E-OV
607615730U8139E-01,-
49107912392759E-01,-
7970S391089277E-01,-
E^OO.-
01228536290376E-01,-
25532409916329E-01.-
6268J VBJ378362E-01,-
36031107326636E-01,-
60610696U02935E-01 .-
E-00,-
667134H3086880E-02.-
79»0956829902<1E-01,-
69266719309996E-01,-
. 56685671 1617«OE-02,
30 15200557«0*9E- 01.
. 331 9376H591990E-01 ,
E-00,
.71753363865120E-02.
. 69902674 19U305E-01,
. 03167926723066E-01 .
. 2523310851 1169E-01,
.Oit8»OOa7653160E-02,
.0 1578090733310E-01,
. 78KI59B0761916E-01 ,
301583 15955135E-01,
.32551553230B79E-01.
. 28<43«e8366357UE-01.
.2151 8570687903E-01 ,
152U863635815HE-01,
.051 98»6372129bE-01 ,
. 87992518020185E-0 1,
. 03660»7a881080E-02/
.07159220»67172E-01 ,
.70972172608539E-01.
. 8616100001 5562E-01 ,
. E-00,
. 7 152«59<H175<IOE- 02,
. 65631202387832E-01,
. 2162897125553SE-01,
. 58016777657227E-01 ,
. 82603* 1509M92UE-0 1,
8.87062599768095E-01,-
1.86290210927734E-01.-
2.69543155952345E-01,-
-72925086777901E-01.-
9.0»117256370«75E-01,-
1.600783285*33*6E-01 ,-
3.67831998998180E-01,-
2.U91470»5813403E-01,-
9.17598399222978E-01,-
1.38873510219787B-01,-
4.48492751036947E-01,-
2.26283180262897E-01,-
9.86283808696812E-01.-
8.01580871597600E-02,-
6.87292904811685E-01,-
1.85538397«77938E-01 ,-
1.0BOS»9*87073I1»E-01,-
3.07532*19961170B-02,-
7.2»<H7731360170E-01,-
1.6626920581699«E-01.-
2.0119U093997«35E-01,-
2.025782*1925561E-01,-
9.*»575023073233E-01,-
9.5158511682*930E-02,-
6.178762**4026*«E-01,-
1.69156519395003E-01,-
9.50125098376370E-02,-
I? ( B .GT. 16) N=16
IBDRT= flOD(N,2)H
IHDKT = 1, H IS E V E N
I SORT -2, S IS ODD
GO TO (20U.210) , IHDKT
200 BI»= ( N « M ) / 0 -1
n A I = ( S » ( N * 2 ) ) /« -2
GO TO 215
210 H I K = (B»H-9) /« *1
HA«= (»» (B*2)-11)/»
215 DELI=(IO-XI) /FLOAT (MS)
DO 260 K - 1 . N S
XA=PLO«T ( K - 1 ) « D E L X » XI
DO 220 1=1,2
DO 220 J = n i N , f l A I
A ( J ) = -i(J)
220 QOAD1 -= flO»D1»fl(J)«KCFX ( I A » B D E L I « ( 1 . » i ( J ) ) (
17
I F ( I N U K T .EU. 2 ) Q a A D 1 = 5 0 A D U H ( f l A X » 1 ) «FOPX ( X A » H D E L X * ( 1 . * A ( f l A X * 1 ) ) )
2 6 0 C C K T I N U E
Q U A D 1 = H D E L X ' O U A D I
2 7 0 B E T U B N
E N D
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATION OF LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FOR NUMERICAL
EVALUATION OF NORMALIZED SHAPE FUNCTION
The integration indicated in equation (18) is performed numerically by replacing the
infinite limits of integration and integrating the product Sa(v, i/)j//(x,6) over an interval
where it is significant. Determination of practical limits involves finding an approxima-
tion for i|/(x, G) and for Sg(^> y')^(x, 0). As these approximations involve products of
Gaussian functions, it is necessary to find an expression for the product of two Gaussian
functions.
-a(x-xj2 -b(x-x.,)2
Consider the two Gaussian functions e L and e and their product
[-a(x - Xj)2] exp [-b(x - Xg)2! = exp |- Fa(x - x^2 + b(x - x2)2J 1exp
Expanding the exponent results in
a(x - xj + b(x - Xg) = afx - 2xx« + x^ J + bf
= x (a + b) -
x - 2xx + X
2 2
Completing the square in the first two terms gives
(a + b) x 2 -
ax, + bXg
a+b
 (a+b)2 J
+ axr +
(axn +bx«)
a + b
and
a + b
ab
a + b
exp f-a(x - Xj) J exp [-b(x - Xg) J = exp - ab (x -x«)2— — i j xg;
a + b
exp
/ ax, +bx«\
_(R+Mh- i 2]
V a + b /
(Dl)
U
The right side of equation (Dl) is another Gaussian function, which has its maximum .
value exp |- [ab/(a + bV]^ - Xg) \ at x = (axj + bx2)/(a + b) and has a bandwidth pro-
portional to (a + b)"1/.
The approximation of i//(x, 0) involves replacing SR of equation (8) with
exp („•• - = exp Us!
2
(D2)
The normalizing constants are discarded as only the functional behavior is now of
concern.
The Lorenz-type Raman distribution is replaced by a .Gaussian distribution having
the same bandwidth. Then the Voight function (eq. (9)) is approximately
exp -. UH! („" - r,)2
R2 31*1 J
exp - 41n2 („" .
 y')2
R2L «R J
Using the results of equation pi) gives
exp 41n2
9 9
exp
dv (D3)
(D4)
This integral can be evaluated analytically. The result is
41n2 (D5)
Equation (D5) would indicate that the Voight bandwidth is given approximately by
R? , but a better approximation is given in reference 15. It is
R rT? \4•tvp \ n
—
 +RLk
 2/ L
20
(D6)
Then
Sy(i/, y.) oc exp
and when equations (15) and (16) are used,
»//(x, 0) =* exp
4
iiil (J - v.
4
(D7)
(D8)
This approximation to the first Doppler broadening integral gives an approximation
to the shape function. Substituting (D8) in equation (18) yields
exp 4 In 2 , i v2
»S " -
Again using equation (Dl) results in
41n2
exp
exp 4 In 2 /,.»
R\«V
(v - dv (D9)
di;1 (DIG)
At this point, it is possible to choose reasonable integration limits and use equa-
tion (18) to evaluate S(v, v*) numerically. Equation (DIG) indicates that the integrand of
equation (18) behaves roughly like a Gaussian function centered at
V =
2 2
Ry + Rg
(DID
21
and with bandwidth
v-1/2
(D12)
This information, together with the fact that
exp 4 In2
R2
B^
(v - vnY di/= 0.999. ..I exp (v -
(D13)
allows equation (18) to be replaced by
S(v exp (D14)
Equation (D14) is now in suitable form for integration by some standard technique, such
as Simpson's rule or Gaussian quadratures (ref. 16). The latter technique is chosen be-
cause it gives the same results as a Simpson's rule method that uses step size control,
but is much faster.
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Figure 1. - Line broadening.
Figure 2. - Gaussian broadening function
SL • «<exp [(- 4 l^/Rplv - Vg)z].
Figure 3. - lorentzbroadepingfundion
SR • (RR/2)/7r [(v - \>Qf + (RR/2)Z].
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Figure 4. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for No at 300 K and 1 atmosphere.
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Figure 5. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for N2at 300 K and 20 atmospheres.
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Figure 6. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for N2 at 300 K and 40 atmospheres.
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Figure 7. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for 02 at 300 K and 1 atmosphere.
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Figure 8. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for 02 at 300 K and 20 atmospheres.
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Figure 9. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for 02 at 300 K and 40 atmospheres.
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Figure 10. - Computed rotational Raman spectrum for N2 at 1100 K and 1 atmosphere.
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Figure 11. - Computed and measured Raman spectra for No at 300 K and 19.4 atmospheres. For both curves, laser
bandwidth 0.166 centimeter"1; slit bandwidth, 3.31 centimeter"1; reciprocal of wave number of laser line,
5145X10"10 meter (5145.A).
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